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Abstract: Organic Communication Channels (OCCs) are any hydrocarbon-based media 

which can be used to communicate data. This has great potential when applied to cyber-

physical systems such as with smart farming. This paper establishes the relevance (though 

a literature survey and consideration of possible use cases for this technology), feasibility 

(through channel characterisation experiments) and proposes the infrastructure for OCC 

systems. The results show feasible communication of voice, video and text is possible with 

the proposed infrastructure for OCC communication. Finally, the approach of the proposal 

is evaluated through considerations for future work. 
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1. Introduction 

Organic Communication Channels (OCCs) are any hydrocarbon-based media used to communicate 

information. These include, but are not limited to, humans, plants, animals and soil. The accomplishments 

of Human Body Communication (HBC)—which uses the human body as the media to communicate data—

for medical telemetry in Body Area Networks (BANs) prove that there is potential with OCCs as an 

alternative to short range Radio Frequency (RF)  communication as it facilitates more secured 

communication, higher data rates, better spectral efficiency and greater power efficiency [1], [2]. However, 

to the extents of the papers surveyed, not much work has been done to extend the HBC techniques to the 

other OCC scenarios. Soil-based communication has yielded relatively poor data rates [3], [4] with no 

internationally agreed upon form of standardised communication. 

 

Smart Farming is the application of IoT (Internet of Things) to agriculture. OCCs show promise when 

applied to smart farming use cases as illustrated in Figure 1. Thus, OCCs have great potential when 

considering low power communication and channel sensing. However, smart farming currently does not 

employ OCCs. RF-based technologies—e.g. 3G technology, Bluetooth, ANT+, WiFi and LoRA — are 

typically used for telemetry [5]—[9]. If OCC transceivers are implemented such that OCCs supplement RF 

communication techniques, as shown in Figure 1, there will be an amelioration of data reliance. Figure 1 

also shows channel sensing can be employed to acquire sensor data— which include but is not limited to 

plant growth state, fruit quality, soil moisture content and animal activity.  

 

https://doi.org/10.47412/FUAP1192
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Figure 2 shows a specific use case of an organic area network (OAN). OANs can be integrated into smart 

farming applications. OANs can be used in applications such as soil moisture regulation as proposed by [9] 

as opposed to utilizing 3G/4G networks. This offers the option to simultaneously transmit and measure soil 

parameters through integration of channel sensing technologies. Additionally, OCC transceivers improve 

data resilience when used to supplement RF-based communication techniques. 

In [5] the authors characterized channels between animals in the 868MHz band. However, channel 

characterization within organic objects is less studied. Extensive work has been done regarding human-

based OCC channel characterization [1], [10]—[16]. From the extents of the literature survey, no work has 

been done regarding vegetation-based OCC characterization. Soil-based OCCs have been characterized for 

magnetic-induction as the communication technique but there is no standardized form of communication 

soil-based OCCs and across other OCCs [17]—[20]. The evaluation of OCC performance and feasibility is 

dependent of channel characterization. Thus, to address these research gaps, this paper characterizes 

vegetation-based and soil-based organic channels in addition to proposing a standardized framework for 

OCC communication based on HBC techniques.  

 

Figure 1: Use cases for OCCs in smart farming scenarios 

 

Figure 2: A specific use case of an organic area network (OAN) 
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2. Methodology 

This section covers how the objectives of this research is achieved through channel characterization, OCC 

framework proposal  

2.1 Channel Characterization 

The OCCs channel characterization followed the stages: electrode design, channel measurements and 

derivation of propagation model (in this case, pathloss equations).  

The OCCs investigated were a papaya stem (to represent herbaceous vegetation-based OCCs), a coconut 

stem (to represent woody vegetation-based OCCs) and a plastic trough filled with loam soil with chive 

plants growing (to emulate roots in soil-based OCCs).  

 

Figure 3(a) shows the electrode designed for OCC communication. HBC techniques can be categorized as 

either eHBC (electric HBC) — which utilize electric fields through capacitive coupling and galvanic 

coupling methods—or mHBC (magnetic HBC)— which utilize magnetoquasistatic fields through magnetic 

induction [1], [21]. These were considered in the electrode design for OCC channel characterization 

measurements. mHBC allows for channel resilience since the magnetic permeability of most materials are 

the same [10]. eHBC is standardized through the IEEE 802.15.6 standard [22] and allows for a greater range 

of frequency operation through the capacitively coupled technique. Consequently, the 60cm x 60cm FR4 

PCB (Printed circuit board) with spiralled copper geometry, in Figure 3(a), was chosen. Thus, the 

modulated signal will propagate through the OCC by means of both electric fields —through capacitive 

and galvanic coupling— and magnetoquasistatic fields— through magnetic induction.  

    

Figure 3(b) shows the general experimental setup for channel characterization. The Vector Network 

Analyser (VNA) sends a known signal to the OCC through the electrodes from the Device Under Test 

(DUT) port. This signal passes through the organic channel and is collected at the receive electrodes and 

sent to the DET port of the VNA where the effect on the magnitude and phase of the signal inputted are 

calculated. This makes it possible to calculate the 𝑆21 parameter or transmission coefficient through Eq. 

(1).  

 
𝑆21 = 20𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (

𝑉𝑅𝑥

𝑉𝑇𝑥
) 

 

(1) 

Where: 𝑉𝑇𝑥 is the voltage of the signal sent from the DUT port and 𝑉𝑅𝑥 is the voltage of the signal received 

at the Detection (DET) port. Therefore, the frequency response of the OCC investigated can be derived.  

Baluns decouple the transmitter (DUT port) and receiver (DET port). In a typical sensor use case, 

transceiver grounds are not electrically connected to the same potential via a perfect conductor. Baluns 

address this by isolating these grounds. Consequently, the effect of the grounds of the function generator 

and spectrum analyser is removed. The Baluns’ effect on the channel response was factored into the 

measurement and calibration.  
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Figure 3: (a) The OCC electrode design (b) The general set-up for OCC Channel Characterization 

There has already been considerable work done in the HBC band (18.375 𝑀𝐻𝑧 − 23.625 𝑀𝐻𝑧) as 

specified by the IEEE 802.15.6 standard. Therefore, channel characterization was done over the HBC band 

to assess the feasibility of utilizing HBC standards for non-HBC OCC use cases.  

The following were the steps taken for channel characterization: 

1. Setting up the equipment as shown in Figure 3(b) for 42.5cm (maximum channel length) of coconut 

stem as the OCC. The PCB electrodes were placed such that the copper coated spiral was in contact 

with the organic channel. The channel length, 𝑑, was initially set to 2.5cm 

2. Calibration and configuration of the VNA for transmission mode operation in the HBC band. The 

transmission power was set to 1𝑚𝑊 in accordance with the ICNIRP standard for general exposure of 

humans to electric and magnetic fields [23]. Plants may accept more power, but with the goal of 

universal OCC standard, minimizing human exposure takes precedence [24].  

3. Collection of 𝑆21 parameters. The VNA was configured to send the input signals and the magnitude 

and phase of the 𝑆21 parameter was noted. The above steps were repeated varying 𝑑 until it became 

equal to the maximum channel length. 

4. Repeating steps 1-3 for  

a. 37.5cm of papaya stem and 

b. 37.5cm of loam soil 

3. Proposed Scheme 

Adopting a standardised form of communication for all OCCs improves spectral efficiency. HBC has been 

standardised through the IEEE 802.15.6 standard for safe communication using eHBC techniques. Thus, 

this standard can be adopted for other OCCs. Relatively high resonance frequencies exist for soil-based 

OCCs in the HBC band [25]. This lends credence to applying the IEEE802.15.6 standard to soil-based 

OCCs.  
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Table 1 shows the proposed changes to the HBC PHY (Physical layer) of the IEEE 802.15.6 standard for 

standardized OCC PHY layer communication. 

Table 1: The proposed changes to the IEEE 802.15.16 standard for standardized OCC communication 

Change Implemented Reason 

Gold code generator should not be implemented 

to generate the preamble and start frame delimiter 

(SFD) generation. The output of the gold code 

generator should be used instead since it is the 

same for all cases 

To reduce transceiver complexity and hence 

improve transceiver power efficiency 

Serial to parallel conversion should not be 

implemented. The output of this computational 

block is the same as it’s input 

CRC8 calculation calculates CRC8 bits for any 

polynomial 

For upgradability 

The maximum PSDU (physical layer service data 

unit) length should be assumed to be 255 bytes to 

correspond to the input to the Scrambler block 

from the MAC (Medium Access Control) layer 

To address irrationalities. There is a section in the 

standard that implies the PSDU length consists of 

the pilot sequence along with the spread frame 

which limits to range of the MAC frame to an 

impracticable length.  

Pilot sequence not included at the end of frame The IEEE 802.15.6 standard consists of a valid 

example that contradicts the stated requirement 

for pilot insertion at the end of the frame. An 

assumption was made that there is no pilot 

insertion at the end of the frame since it is 

reflected in a framing example given in the same 

standard.  Examples are generally 

intended to clarify an initial statement. 

 

The OCC PHY proposed was simulated with the channel models derived in section 2.1 in MATLAB to 

evaluate feasibility of communicating.  

4. Results and Analysis 

The log-distance fading model is adopted as the form of channel model representation since it is widely 

used to model similar communication scenarios. For example, the CM3 model is a log-distance fading 

model adopted for human-based OCCs where the electrodes are placed on the body’s surface [12]. The 

CM3 model was developed for devices that comply with the IEEE 802.15.6 standard but path loss equations 

for the HBC band were not developed. Consequently, the log-distance linear model was chosen to fit path 

loss for the different OCCs under investigation as shown in Eq. (2). The path loss equation parameters 

specific to the OCC scenarios under investigation, derived from the empirical results, are found in Table 2.  

 𝑃𝐿 = 𝑚𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝑑

𝑑0
) + 𝑐 (3) 

Where  

• 𝑃𝐿 is the path loss 

• 𝑚 and 𝑐 are coefficients for linear fitting for ordinary least square regression 

• 𝑑 is the channel length i.e. Tx-Rx distance in m 

• 𝑑0 is the reference channel length assumed to be 1 m 

Table 2: The parameters for the path loss equations from channel measurements 
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Channel  Frequency 𝒎 𝒄 𝑹𝟐 

Coconut  18.375MHz -11.69 -77.1426 0.49 

21MHz -9.692 -69.262 0.62 

23.625MHz -10.7056 -68.3823 0.56 

Papaya 18.375MHz -11.9155 -64.163 0.73 

21MHz -11.4667 -59.7738 0.75 

23.625MHz -10.9021 -57.6611 0.72 

Soil 18.375MHz -5.5908 -86.4998 0.19 

21MHz -9.3167 -78.9049 0.56 

23.625MHz -8.8877 -76.6951 0.68 

 

Figure 4 shows the path loss as transmission frequency varies for different OCC channel lengths. There is 

approximately a 10dB channel loss over the frequencies in the HBC band for vegetation-based channels 

i.e. papaya and coconut stems. Thus, vegetation-based OCCs’ frequency responses can be approximated to 

flat fading for the HBC band under the channel lengths investigated. Soil-based OCCs over short channel 

lengths exhibited relatively flat fading over the same frequency range although having relatively higher 

channel losses when compared to the other OCCs. However, soil-based OCCs over longer channel lengths 

displayed significant variation in path loss over the frequency range investigated.  

   

 

Figure 4: Path loss versus frequency at different distances for OCCs 

 

Figure 5 shows the log-distance path loss over the HBC band. The regression fitting parameters for the 

empirically collected path losses to the log-distance path loss model is seen in Table 2. The 𝑅2 values were 

low in several instances where fading occurred. Fading becomes apparent as channel length increases. 

Furthermore, channel losses are significant even at small channel lengths.  
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Figure 5: Path loss versus log-distance at different frequencies for OCCs, where d=channel length (m) 

and 𝒅𝟎 =1m 

 

Alternate signal paths between the transmitter and receiver can cause the fading observed. This has been 

corroborated with research surveyed investigating human-based OCCs. [1] showed the median path loss of 

roughly -65dB for 30cm channel lengths in the same frequency range investigated for channels where 

capacitive coupling was used as the communication technique. Further, [1] showed frequency selectivity 

for similar transmission conditions. Hence, the empirical results collected for vegetation-based and soil-

based OCCs are comparable with those for human-based OCCs. These similar channel losses lend credence 

to the feasibility of the use of vegetation-based and soil-based OCCs for intelligible communication with 

the similar OCC PHY layer specification as that for the IEEE802.15.6 standard.    

 

Figure 6 shows the error rate performance for the OCC PHY layer specification proposed using the channel 

models derived. Since the system can theoretically achieve a Bit Error Rate (BER) of 0 at data rates 

greater than 1kbps in some OCCs, then text data could be transmitted. Since the data rates achieved 

are above 80kbps and BERs less than 1x10-2
 can be achieved, this transceiver could be used in for 

voice transmission at G.711 quality. Since data rates greater than 800kbps can be achieved with BERs 

less than 1x10-2, low quality video can be transmitted [26]. 
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Figure 6: The BER curves—BER vs Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)—for the different OCCs investigated 

using the OCC PHY specification for transmission rates (a) 164 kbps (b)328 kbps (c) 656 kbps and 

(d)1.3125 Mbps 

5. Conclusion 

OCCs offer great potential when integrated with cyber-physical systems as seen with the examination of 

use cases for smart farming applications. The performance of systems utilizing OCCs is dependent on the 

channel characteristics. Vegetation-based (herbaceous and woody) and soil-based OCCs were 

characterised. The log-distance linear model was used to attempt to fit the magnitude response for the OCCs 

investigated. The magnitude of the path losses suggest OCCs may be well suited as an alternative to short-

range RF communication as long as there is an organic channel between transceivers. The proposed OCC 

PHY layer showed feasible communication is possible using OCCs. In further work, dynamic channel 

models should be investigated for more channel types. Further, the MAC (Medium Access Control) layer 

for the IEEE 802.15.6 standard should be modified for all OCCs.  
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